MEASURING and FITTING
INSTRUCTIONS
Pleated Blinds can be fitted to most windows that have an internal rubber
seal. It is important to measure accurately (especially the width) to within 1 mm.

MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS

Frame
Size

Frame
Size

Glass
Rubber Seal
Frame

The blind is designed to fit inside the frame.
Measure the exact frame* width and drop.
* If the rubber seal is visible in from the frame,
measure the visible glass size.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1

STEP 2

Clip the EZ Fit
Bracket into the
insertion tool and
push bracket
into the frame
between the
glass and the
rubber seal.

Fit the EZ Fit
Brackets into the
four corners of
the frame.

USEFUL TIPS
It helps installation if you smear a little washing up liquid onto the bracket.
Use a flathead screwdriver and hammer to tap brackets right in to corners of the frame.
TENSIONING THE BLINDS
Your blinds should have been tensioned to the correct
Clip the top rail
size at the factory. The cord which runs through the
of the blind onto blind needs to be under tension on the spring in the
the brackets and bottom rail for the blind to stay in position and may on
repeat procedure occasions need adjusting.
To alter the tension on the blinds, with the blind fitted to
for bottom rail.
the window locate the spring which is in the bottom
rail. To operate correctly and hold the blind in any position
there needs to be tension on this spring. To
alter the tension untie the cord from one side of the spring
(one side should have been left with a longer 'tail'
this will be the easiest side to untie). Then simply move
the cord along until there is tension on the spring
and re tie it. Excess cord may now be trimmed off.

STEP 3

CARING FOR YOUR BLINDS
The tension on the blinds can occasionally require adjustment. If the blinds fail to hold in the open or partially
closed position they need will need re-tyesnioning. Simply follow the procedure under ‘Tensioning’ overleaf.
REMOVING THE BLINDS
The blinds can be removed from the widows for cleaning purposes. Simply prise the rails off the brackets at
each corner taking care no to damage the rails or your conservatory.
CLEANING THE BLINDS
Pleated window blinds do not normally collect dust etc. Pleated blind fabric is NOT washable however small
marks can be removed by dabbing or gently subbing with a damp (NOT WET) cloth. Do NOT rub hard as this
can damage the fabric. We find that a babywipe is ideal for this

If you require any assistance please don’t hesitate to contact us on 01205 461661

